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(NAPSA)—Pulling out into traf-
fic, especially at highway speeds, is
one of the trickier maneuvers that
drivers must master. What many
people fail to realize, however, is
how many factors affect the
amount of time and speed needed
to do so safely—especially when
the oncoming vehicle is a much
larger one, such as a tractor trailer.

Many drivers, when pulling
into traffic, consider how far away
approaching cars are, rather than
how fast they’re coming. In addi-
tion, there is a human tendency to
underestimate the speed of large
approaching objects, such as
trucks or trains.

These factors, combined with
ordinary highway experience—in
which drivers are generally
accustomed to allowing for the
speed of similar-sized vehicles—
put many people at risk for
deadly collisions. That’s because
it takes trucks and other large
vehicles a lot longer to slow down
and/or stop than cars.

According to the National
Safety Council, a fully loaded trac-
tor trailer, traveling on a level,
dry surface at 65 miles per hour,
requires 66 percent more stopping
distance than a passenger car
traveling at the same speed. Even
at lesser speeds, trucks need more
room; at 40 mph, for example, a
truck needs 36 percent more stop-
ping distance.

Reaction time is critical. Deci-
sions made with regard to traffic
happen within fractions of a sec-
ond, yet consider: In 1⁄4 of a sec-
ond, a truck traveling at 65 mph
goes almost 24 feet. That’s more
than two car lengths—far enough

that drivers have very little room
for error.

In this case, safety is simple.
Be aware that trucks need more
time—and distance—to stop or
slow down, and give these vehicles
the room they need. Cutting off a
truck in traffic may save you a
few seconds in getting to where
you’re going—if you ever get
there. Guess wrong when a large
truck is involved and you’re dead.

To learn more about truck and
bus safety, visit the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration’s
Web site at www.fmcsa.dot.gov.

Cutting Off Large Trucks: Unsafe At Any Speed

Total Stopping Distance (feet)
40 mph 55 mph 65 mph

124 225 316

169 335 525

65 mph

55 mph

40 mph

66% farther

49% farther

36% farther

Total Stopping Distances for Cars 
and Trucks

Car

Truck

Estimates are for 80,000 lb., loaded, tractor-trailers 
and mid-size passenger cars traveling on a dry, level 
road. Source: National Safety Council’s Defensive 
Driving Course for Professional Truck Drivers.
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Trucks need more time (and
distance) to stop than passenger
cars do.

Protecting Kids’ Eyes
(NAPSA)—It’s almost second

nature for parents to make their
child wear a helmet when riding a
bicycle. Unfortunately, many do
not insist upon the same protec-
tion for their kid’s most important
asset: their eyes.

According to a recent study by
the Vision Council of America,
parents know the importance of
protective sports eyewear, but
kids are nearly twice as likely to
wear a bike helmet than protec-
tive eyewear.

Chicago ophthalmologist Susan
Taub, MD says, “You can injure
every structure in the eye with an
external blow. Protective eyewear
can transfer the force of the blow
away from the eye itself, to the
surrounding area.”

Baseball/softball is the leading
cause of sports-related eye injuries
among young children in the U.S.
More than 4,700 baseball/softball-
related eye injuries resulted in trips
to the emergency room in 2000. As
this season begins, visit your eye
doctor today for an exam and to
learn how to protect your little slug-
ger’s eyes from injury.

For more information, visit
www.checkyearly.com or call (800)
424-8422 ext. 45, and ask for item
CYA.

Baseball/softball eye-related
injuries resulted in 4,700 trips to
the emergency room in 2000.

(NAPSA)—With more than 16
million people in the United States
currently living with diabetes, the
disease is reaching epidemic pro-
portions. Traditionally, it has been
perceived as a lifestyle-limiting
condition—one that prevents peo-
ple from eating their favorite foods
and engaging in their favorite
activities. Yet, recent studies show
that treatment is no longer an
issue of what should or should not
be eaten, but about how much food
should be eaten and at what inter-
vals. Furthermore, according to
new guidelines, physical activity
helps insulin work better, improves
blood glucose levels, and helps peo-
ple with diabetes manage their
condition.

There are two different types of
diabetes. Type one diabetes, which
is insulin dependent, accounts for
five to ten percent of all diagnosed
cases of diabetes. The majority of
people with diabetes, however,
have type two, which is non-
insulin dependent and commonly
transpires in adulthood. While
both types of diabetes require
strict attention to blood glu-
cose/sugar levels, physical activity
and diet, people with diabetes can
still enjoy their favorite foods and
pastimes.

People with diabetes can enjoy
a variety of foods, but they should
monitor fat and carbohydrate lev-
els in their meals. When monitor-
ing the diet, it is important to
manage fiber and fat intake—not
just sugar levels. Whole grain and
fiber-rich foods boost nutrition

and manage blood glucose levels.
Nutrition experts suggest a fiber
intake of 20 to 35 grams per day.
Other healthy choices include “fat
free” or “light” foods. Drink plenty
of water and other sugar-free bev-
erages, such as CRYSTAL LIGHT or
SUGAR-FREE TANG. 

Food is vital to diabetes man-
agement, so every person should
obtain a personalized meal plan
for his or her lifestyle needs.
Kraft Diabetic Choices offers a
new, interactive meal planner
that does just that. By visiting
www.kraftdiabeticchoices.com,
users can access the first meal-
planning program that caters
specifically to the diabetes life-
style. Following questions on
health, exercise and lifestyle
habits, the meal planner designs a
full week of meals and an easy
reference grocery list. 

For additional tips, diabetes-
friendly recipes and information,
l o g  o n t o  w w w. k r a f t d i a b e t i c
choices.com, a helpful library for
the entire family.

Diabetes And You

The first President to hold an airline pilot’s license was Dwight
David Eisenhower.




